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BEARS SELECTION POLICY
Preamble
The purpose of this policy is to help BEARS “get it right” when choosing individuals to make
up representative cricket teams. For BEARS this policy forms the framework to select the
best possible teams. This framework is intended to be clear, widely published and
understood, seen to be fair, transparent and unbiased. For the individual this selection
policy allows the cricketer a fair and full opportunity to display their worthiness for selection.
In “getting it right”, BEARS aims to be a winner on and off the field of play.

Eligibility Criteria
For Junior Cricketers to be eligible for selection in the BEARS State Championship and
Development Representative Teams, the following conditions must be met.

ALL TEAMS
1. This Policy will be subject to any direction given by Queensland Cricket regarding
Queensland Cricket Pathways.
2. All players must be registered with a club affiliated with BEARS for the current
season.
3. Players will only be considered for selection in their own age group. A player’s age is
determined as of the 31st August.
4. Players selected for Met East representative teams will be considered for BEARS
representative teams provided they comply with all other requirements in this policy.
5. Players must be available to attend BEARS practice and trial matches as scheduled.
6. The primary selection criteria across all teams will be player performance within the
set trials or practice games.
7. Selectors or the Executive Committee may also take into account other factors
including, but not limited to:
a. Performance in previous BEARS QJC and Development Teams,
b. Team balance, and
c. Player behaviour or attitude:
i. During club fixtures,
ii. At training,
iii. During representative games.
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UNDER 12
8. Players must be playing in the RCI, EDJCA or BEARS Saturday morning
competitions and are expected to play all games.
9. Preliminary trials will be held in February/March over 2 Sundays and will take the
form of skills assessment in net sessions.
10. From the preliminary trials a squad of up to 60 players will be selected.
11. A new players day will be held in September for players new to the zone after the
February/March trials.
12. Final trials will be held in September/October over 2 Sundays. Each Sunday there
will be matches played as part of selection trials.
13. Players must attend at least one BEARS preliminary selection trial to be considered
for selection.
14. First preference in selections will be given to players who have attended the final
trials.
15. BEARS reserves the right to hold additional separate Trials and or select a player
based on club performances as a secondary selection criteria if required.

UNDER 13
16. Players must be playing in the BEARS Saturday morning competition and are
expected to play all games.
17. Players must attend at least one BEARS preliminary selection trial to be considered
for selection.
18. Preliminary trials will be held in February/March over 2 Sundays and will take the
form of skills assessment in net sessions.
19. From the preliminary trials 4 teams will be selected to compete in a cup competition
to be held in September/October.
20. A new players day will be held in September for players new to the zone after the
February/March trials.
21. Selectors will review performances in the cup matches and announce the U13 teams
at the end of October.
22. First preference in selections will be given to players who have attended the final
trials.
23. BEARS reserves the right to hold additional separate Trials and or select a player
based on club performances as a secondary selection criteria if required.
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UNDER 14
24. Players must be playing in the BEARS Saturday morning competition and are
expected to play all games.
25. Players must attend at least one BEARS preliminary selection trial to be considered
for selection.
26. Preliminary trials will be held in February/March over 2 Sundays and will take the
form of skills assessment in net sessions.
27. From the preliminary trials 4 teams will be selected to compete in a cup competition
to be held in September/October.
28. A new players day will be held in September for players new to the zone after the
February/March trials.
29. Selectors will review performances in the cup matches and announce the U14 teams
at the end of October.
30. First preference in selections will be given to players who have attended the final
trials.
31. BEARS reserves the right to hold additional separate Trials and or select a player
based on club performances as a secondary selection criteria if required.

UNDER 15
32. Players must be playing in the BEARS Saturday morning competition and are
expected to play all games.
33. Trials will be held in September/October.
34. Players must attend at least one BEARS centre wicket selection trial to be
considered for selection.
35. First preference in selections will be given to players who have attended a trial.
36. Consideration of form in the Under 16 Taverner's competition (where applicable)
may occur.
37. BEARS reserves the right to hold additional separate Trials and or select a player
based on club performances as a secondary selection criteria if required.
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Extenuating Circumstance
For an exemption to the Eligibility Criteria above to be considered, an application must be
provided in writing to the BEARS Executive and needs to include an endorsement from the
player’s local club. This exemption application must be submitted to the BEARS Executive
no later than 30 September. There should be no expectation that an exemption will be
automatically granted.

Requirements after selection
Following selection of the team as set out in this policy, all members of the team will be
required to comply with the following additional requirements:
1. In order to be eligible for the team, prospective team members must complete the
online application form within 48hrs of the team being named on the BEARS Website
2. All members of the team are expected to meet minimum standards of behaviour as
outlined in the “BEARS Expectations and Etiquette Policy” and “BEARS Member
Protection Policy”. These policies apply to the team while assembled, travelling,
training or playing as part of the team. Any team member who does not meet that
minimum standard of behaviour in the assessment of the BEARS Coaching Director
may be suspended or dismissed from the team.
3. All members of the team are expected to meet and abide by QJC & Development
Carnival Rules and Policies along with the Cricket Australia “Well Played: Australian
Cricket’s playing policy and guidelines”. Any team member who does not abide by
these policies in the assessment of the BEARS Coaching Director may be
suspended or dismissed from the team.
4. All team members must immediately inform the BEARS Coaching Director of any
illness or injury that could reasonably impact on the athlete’s ability to perform at the
level expected of the cricketer at the pending championship. Players may be
required to pass additional independent fitness testing to maintain their positon with
the BEARS representative team.
5. All team members must be a fully registered and financial member of BEARS. They
must also make full payment of all fees on time and or enter into and comply with
payment plans. Failure to pay all fees at the agreed schedule will result in the
player’s position within the team being withdrawn at the discretion of the BEARS
Executive.
6. All team members are required to attend all games and training sessions in the lead
up to the championship and or provide reasonable notice of absences to the Team
Coach.
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The Selectors
The most critical people in the selection process (besides the players) are the selectors.
They are the people who must properly follow and/or implement the selection policy and
selection criteria. They must also bring special skills to bear in exercising discretion in order
to select the best possible team in accordance with the BEARS selection philosophy &
policies. To assist in clarifying BEARS values of fair, transparent and unbiased selections,
players and supporters should be aware of the following:
1. All Selectors are validated and agree to comply with the BEARS Member Protection
Policy
2. All Selectors are appointed by the BEARS Coaching Director and ratified by the
BEARS Executive prior to any selections commencing. Key qualities of selectors are:
Knowledge specific to Cricket, Respect for the policy, Fairness, Independence,
Respect for persons, Diligence, Integrity and Accountability
3. The BEARS Coaching Director is also the “Chair of Selectors” and is responsible for
the oversight of the entire selection process
4. Selectors are divided into groups (age groups) to form “Selection Panels”. The
“Selection Panels” consist of selectors aligned to both RCI and EDJCA. A Head
Selector is appointed to each “Selection Panel” by the BEARS Coaching Director
5. Conflict of interest
a. “Conflict of interest” is defined as a situation where a selector has a personal
interest in any cricketer under consideration for selection. (e.g. a parent or
coach of a player)
b. Parents are not eligible to be a selector in an age group where their children
are trialling. They can be a selector in another age group.
c. Where a selector has a potential or actual conflict of interest, the selector
must immediately notify the Head Selector or Chair of Selectors.
d. Where a disclosure about a potential or actual conflict of interest is made the
Head Selector or Chair of Selectors may:
i. Require the selector to cease taking part in the selection process, or
ii. Authorize the selector to continue involvement in the selection process
but not take part in any exercise of discretion with respect to the relevant
player.

Power to Amend
This policy can be amended at any time by the BEARS Executive if the BEARS Executive
is of the opinion that such an amendment is necessary including but limited to the
discovery of a drafting error or oversight or for any other reason determined to be in the
best interests of BEARS. BEARS shall not be responsible or liable in any way to anyone as
a result of any such amendment

